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Abstract It has been pointed out that climatological-

mean precipitation-evaporation difference (P–E) should

increase under global warming mainly through the

increasing saturation level of moisture. This study focuses

on evaporation changes under global warming and their

dependency on the direct warming effect, on the basis of

future projections from the Coupled Model Intercompari-

son Project Phase 5 (CMIP5). Over most of the tropical,

subtropical and midlatitude regions, the direct contribution

from surface temperature increase is found to dominate the

projected increase in evaporation. This contribution is

nevertheless offset partially, especially over the oceans, by

contributions from weakening surface winds and increasing

near-surface relative humidity. Greater warming of surface

air than of the sea surface also acts to reduce surface

evaporation, by reducing both the exchange coefficient and

humidity contrast at the surface. Though generally of

secondary importance, this contribution is the dominant

factor over the subpolar oceans. Over the polar oceans, the

effect of sea-ice retreat dominantly contributes to the

evaporation increase in winter, whereas the reduced

exchange coefficient and surface humidity contrast coupled

with the sea-ice retreat account for most of the response

during summertime. Over the continents, changes in the

surface exchange coefficient, reflecting changes in soil

moisture and vegetation among other factors, are important

to modulate the direct effects of the warming and the

generally reduced surface air relative humidity.

Keywords Climate change � Climate modeling �
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1 Introduction

As the global climate is warming due to increasing con-

centration of greenhouse gases (GHGs) in the atmosphere,

an expected consequence is an overall intensification of

the global hydrological cycle (Huntington 2006; Oki and

Kanae 2006), manifested specifically as an enhancement

of atmospheric moisture transport, i.e., P–E, with P and

E representing the climatological-mean precipitation and

evaporation rates at a given location. The enhanced

moisture transport has been considered mostly as a direct

consequence of the increased saturation level according to

the Clausius–Clapeyron relationship (Seager et al. 2010).

Held and Soden (2006) have shown how this effect is

relevant for describing the first-order response of the

hydrological cycle simulated under the global warming

condition in the models from the fourth Assessment

Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

(IPCC-AR4).

Another important parameter for the hydrological cycle

is evapotranspiration, through which moisture is supplied

to the atmosphere. Many studies have been dealing with

the complex processes of evapotranspiration on land and its

possible changes (e.g. Seneviratne et al. 2010; Liu et al.

2012; Mueller et al. 2011; Jung et al. 2010; Koster et al.

2004). The complexity of measuring, analyzing and mod-

eling evapotranspiration results from great heterogeneity of

land surfaces and a large set of parameters to consider,
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including soil properties, characteristics of vegetation and

availability of moisture.

In this study, we limit our attention to simple and direct

physically-based questions concerning evapotranspiration

changes projected in global climate models under the

increased GHGs. We hereafter use the general term

‘‘evaporation’’ to refer to the total water flux from the

surface to the atmosphere, including sublimation, evapo-

ration of water intercepted by the canopy and transpiration.

The specific questions addressed in this paper are:

• What is the relative importance of evaporation changes

to precipitation changes locally, compared to the

contribution from atmospheric moisture transport

(related to P–E; Sect. 3)?

• What are the changes in moisture recycling and what

are the relative roles of evaporation and precipitation

changes (Sect. 4)?

• Which is more important in local evaporation change: a

surface wind speed change, a change in air-surface

difference in specific humidity or surface property

changes, like a sea-ice cover change or a change in the

surface exchange coefficient (Sect. 5)?

• What are the relative contributions to surface humidity

contrast changes of a direct change in temperature at

both the surface and air above (with the same

magnitude), of a change in the surface thermal contrast

and of surface air relative humidity changes (Sect. 6)?

These specific questions have motivated us to perform

detailed analyses of outputs from CMIP5 (Coupled Model

Intercomparison Project Phase 5) global climate models used

for the IPCC-AR5, as presented below. In this paper, we

focus on two seasons: December–January–February (DJF)

and June–July–August (JJA). Although the methodology

used in Sects. 5 and 6 is more suitable for oceanic surfaces, it

has also been applied to land surfaces, as we believe it also

gives useful insights to total evapotranspiration changes.

2 Data and significance tests

We use output data from fully coupled global ocean-atmo-

sphere models from the CMIP5 database to perform our

analyses. We focus on the last twenty years of the twentieth

century (1980–1999) for simulations under the historical

scenario and the corresponding period (2080–2099) for the

twenty first century of simulations under the RCP45 scenario

(Taylor et al. 2012). All the output variables have been

interpolated linearly onto a 2.5� 9 2.5� latitude-longitude

grid before being combined into multi-model ensemble

(MME) means, except for surface soil moisture (mrsos) data

for which a 0.5� 9 0.5� grid has been used to prevent loss of

regional information on narrow land masses, like in Central

America. This latter interpolation can lead to discrepancies

locally given the heterogeneity of land and coastal areas (soil

type, vegetation, topography, etc.), but is sufficient in our case

given the general rather than local purpose of this study.

25 models have been used to perform the MME mean

when using monthly-mean data, except for (mrsos) and

snow area fraction (snc) for which only 23 and 13 models,

respectively, out of the 25 models were available (cf.

Table 1 for model names). For our analysis discussed in

Sect. 5, daily data are used for validating the method. In

this purpose, only 6 models were available.

For each of our analyses, a test of statistical significance,

based on a Chi square test with one degree of freedom, has

been performed locally, to identify geographical regions

where the sign of the MME mean change is robust among

the different models at the 95 % confidence level (dotted

regions in the different figures).

In order to evaluate the global contribution of a partic-

ular contributor A to the total change in a global field B, we

have defined the projection coefficient of the spatial pattern

of the former onto the latter CA,B:

CA;B ¼
1

n� m

P
ij Aij � Bij

P
ij Bij � Bij

; ð1Þ

where n and m represent the total numbers of grid cells in

latitude and longitude, while i and j indicate the corre-

sponding indices, respectively. Here, A and B are properly

area-weighted. We regard it as a convenient measure of

global contributions, because their C values sum up to

unity if they represent all the terms of an exact decompo-

sition. It is also because it is insensitive to local B values

that are close to zero, as is the case for simple spatial

averages of local relative contributions.

In our analysis below, any term in the form of a 9 Db,

where D signifies the projected change in a given variable,

have been calculated in practice as

1

3

X

month

1

M

X

mod

½amonth;mod
20 � ðbmonth;mod

21 � b
month;mod

20 Þ�; ð2Þ

where overbars indicate the seasonal mean of a variable for

a given month, the superscript month refers to one of the

3 months of the season considered (DJF or JJA), the

superscript mod specifies one of the M models and the

subscripts 20 and 21 designate the twentieth and twenty

first century experiments, respectively. In linearizing the

future projection in the climatological mean state, we

regard the twentieth century climate as the reference state.

3 Relative role of evaporation to precipitation changes

When averaged in time and neglecting time changes in

moisture content of the air column, precipitation rate P can
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be considered as a moisture flux out of an air column,

which should be balanced by evaporation rate E from the

surface and the vertically-integrated horizontal divergence

or convergence of atmospheric moisture flux, which

therefore corresponds to P–E (e.g., Peixoto and Oort 1992).

Figure 1 shows the MME-mean changes in precipitation,

evaporation and P–E for DJF (left panels) and JJA (right

panels), based on the 25 climate models listed in Table 1.

As evident in Fig. 1a, d, global warming leads to an

increase in climatological-mean precipitation mostly in the

equatorial regions and in the mid- to high-latitudes, while a

general reduction is usually projected in the subtropics. The

results are in agreement with many of the previous studies,

including those in the IPCC-AR4 (chapter 10 of Solomon

et al. 2007), Held and Soden (2006) and Seager et al. (2010).

These large-scale features of precipitation changes are

overall robust among the models according to the Chi

square test mentioned in Sect. 2. Note that the precipitation

changes tend to be greater in winter than in summer,

especially in the mid- to high-latitudes, while zonal asym-

metries of precipitation changes in the subtropics seem

greater in the summer hemisphere (Fig. 1a, d).

The contributions from the moisture flux to the MME-

mean precipitation changes are shown in Fig. 1b, e for DJF

and JJA, respectively. In each of these figures (and others

shown afterwards), geographical domains are hatched

where the particular quantity plotted is the dominant con-

tributor to the total change considered, which is precipi-

tation in this case. The figures indicate that the changes in

moisture flux are the main contributor to the precipitation

changes in many regions, shaping the global patterns of

precipitation changes described above. In fact, the changes

are mostly manifested as an enhancement of the

P–E pattern in the present-day climate, with increased

convergence of the moisture fluxes into wet regions such as

the Maritime Continent, Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone

(ITCZ) and midlatitude oceanic storm tracks, and enhanced

divergence of the fluxes out of the subtropical oceans

where excessive surface evaporation occurs and surface

winds are diverging (Held and Soden 2006; Seager et al.

2010). This P–E amplification can be attributed primarily

to the direct effect of air temperature increase on the sat-

uration level and hence the total humidity transported. This

effect also contributes substantially to enhanced zonal

Table 1 Lists of the global climate models used for calculating the multi-model ensemble means depending on the data considered

Monthly-mean data,

except mrsos and snc

Monthly-mean surface

soil moisture (mrsos)

Monthly-mean snow

area cover (snc)

Daily-mean

data analysis

ACCESS1-0 X X

ACCESS1-3 X X

bcc-csm1-1 X X X X

bcc-csm1-1-m X X X

CanESM2 X X X

CNRM-CM5 X X X

CSIRO-Mk3-6-0 X X X

GFDL-CM3 X X

GFDL-ESM2G X X

GFDL-ESM2 M X X

GISS-E2-H X X

GISS-E2-H-CC X X X

GISS-E2-R X X X

GISS-E2-R-CC X X X

HadGEM2-AO X

HadGEM2-CC X X

HadGEM2-ES X X

inmcm4 X X X

IPSL-CM5A-LR X X

IPSL-CM5A-MR X X

IPSL-CM5B-LR X X

MIROC5 X X X X

MIROC-ESM X X X X

MIROC-ESM-CHEM X X X X

MRI-CGCM3 X X X X
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asymmetries in the projected future precipitation in the

summertime subtropics.

The corresponding contributions from surface evapora-

tion are shown in Fig. 1c for DJF and in Fig. 1f for JJA.

For both seasons, evaporation generally increases, except

over (semi-) arid continental regions in the subtropics, over

the subpolar North Atlantic, including the Gulf Stream

Extension and the Labrador Sea, along the Agulhas Return

Current over the midlatitude South Indian Ocean, over the

subpolar Southern Oceans and the Arctic Ocean in

summer. The evaporation increase over the ocean tends to

be larger during winter months, especially over midlatitude

western boundary current (WBC) regions and over polar

oceans where sea-ice cover greatly reduces. By contrast,

over the continents, the changes tend to be larger in sum-

mer months, especially over the boreal subpolar continents.

Though of secondary importance in most of the regions, the

influence of surface evaporation on the mean precipitation

changes is of primary importance in winter over the polar

oceans and along midlatitude WBCs, and over eastern parts

Fig. 1 25-model ensemble mean (cf. Table 1) changes in precipita-

tion (P; upper panels), P–E (middle panels) and evaporation (E; lower

panels) for the DJF (left panels) and JJA (right panels) seasons.

Regions are dotted in which the sign of the changes is robust among

the models (cf. Sect. 2). In the middle and lower panels, regions are

hatched in which the particular contribution dominates the precipi-

tation changes indicated in the upper panels
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of the midlatitude continents, especially in winter and over

subpolar continents, especially in summer.

Table 2 shows the projection coefficients (Sect. 2) of

evaporation changes onto the precipitation changes for

both seasons, evaluated globally, separately for the oceans

and continents and for the extratropics in the Northern and

Southern Hemispheres (poleward of 25�). The global

contribution from the evaporation changes to the local

precipitation changes is only 16 and 11 % for DJF and JJA,

respectively. From the global viewpoint, the contribution is

substantially larger over the continents than over the

oceans (32–35 % compared to 8–13 %). Over the extra-

tropical oceans, it is greater in winter in both hemispheres,

while there is a tendency for the contribution over the

extratropical continents to be greater in summer months.

4 Changes in the role of local evaporation

to precipitation

In what follows, part of precipitation that directly origi-

nates from local evaporation is referred to as ‘‘local

evaporation contribution to precipitation’’ hereafter. It

includes, by definition, a certain level of arbitrariness, as it

depends on the size of the domain for which it is evaluated;

the greater the domain the greater the probability is for

local moisture recycling with evaporation. More precise

evaluation of this ‘‘evaporation contribution’’ requires

tracking of individual water particles after evaporating

from the surface until returning to the surface (van der Ent

and Savenije 2011). In our case, however, we adopt a crude

measure of ‘‘local’’ contribution that is defined as E/P in a

climatological sense for a particular grid cell of 2.5� in

latitude and longitude in size. Since E/P = 1 - (P - E)/P,

it also represents the part of precipitation that does not

originate from moisture transport. The ratio is greater than

unity in regions of excessive evaporation over precipitation,

i.e., regions of the net moisture export, including large parts

of the subtropical oceans, while it is inferior to unity in

regions of the net moisture convergence, e.g., in the equa-

torial regions and mid to high latitudes, especially over the

continents (Fig. 2a, e).

The projected local change in evaporation contribution

based on our definition may be expressed in the form of its

fractional change: D[E/P]/[E/P], which may be decomposed

into the corresponding fractional changes in precipitation

and evaporation at first order, since o lnx ¼ ox=x, for any

variable x [ 0:

D½E=P�=½E=P� � D lnðE=PÞ � D lnðEÞ � D lnðPÞ
� DE=E � DP=P: ð3Þ

This formula indicates that the evaporation contribution

to the local moisture recycling will be enhanced if the

relative change in evaporation exceeds that in precipitation,

and the opposite is the case in the regions of reduced

moisture recycling.

As shown in Fig. 2b, f, augmentation of the local

moisture recycling is projected over most of the continental

regions and over the subtropical and midlatitude oceans, in

addition to the wintertime polar oceans. Conversely, the

local moisture recycling will be reduced in the equatorial

regions, especially over the Pacific and Indian Oceans and

over the subpolar gyres, in addition to the summertime

polar oceans.

Figure 2b–h indicate that, over the tropical and sub-

tropical oceans, most of the aforementioned fractional

relative changes in the local moisture recycling are due

primarily to relative changes in precipitation that largely

exceed those in evaporation. Conversely, the fractional

evaporation changes tend to dominate over the precipita-

tion changes over boreal subpolar/midlatitude continents

and the polar oceans. Over the subpolar oceans, both pre-

cipitation and evaporation tend to be of comparable

importance to the fractional moisture recycling changes.

5 Relative roles of changes in individual factors

in the projected changes in surface evaporation

Total evaporation rates in the global climate models are

usually expressed in the form of bulk formula like (e.g. eq.

(6) of Takata et al. 2003):

E ¼
X

type

½atype Ctype q v!s

�
�

�
� ðhtype qsat;type � qairÞ�; ð4Þ

or (e.g. Section 3a of Ducoudré et al. 1993):

E ¼
X

type

atype q
htype qsat;type � qairP

i typeRi

� �

; ð5Þ

Table 2 Projection coefficients, expressed as percentages, of evaporation changes to precipitation changes

Global (%) Global continents (%) Global oceans (%) NH25 continents (%) NH25 oceans (%) SH25 continents (%) SH25 oceans (%)

DJF 16 32 13 34 47 47 -4

JJA 11 35 8 38 17 31 20

NH25 and SH25 refer to the Northern and Southern Hemispheres, respectively, poleward of 25�. Note that the land surface area south of 25�S is much

smaller than north of 25�N, leading to more local, less general numbers
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Fig. 2 25-model ensemble mean (cf. Table 1) of ‘‘local evaporation

contribution to precipitation’’ E/P for the twentieth century simula-

tions (a, e) and its projected relative change (b, f) for the DJF (left

panels) and JJA (right panels) seasons, and the corresponding relative

changes in precipitation (c, g) and in evaporation (d, h). Solid black

lines in every panel represent E/P = 1, as shown in (a, e). In panels

b and f, regions are dotted in which the sign of the relative change in

E/P is robust among the models (cf. Sect. 2). In c, g and d, h, regions

are hatched in which -DP/P and DE/E, respectively, dominates the

relative changes in E/P
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where type refers to the type of surface (e.g. open water,

sea-ice, bare soil covered with snow or not covered with

snow, canopy, covered or not with snow or intercepted

water), atype the fraction of the given surface type within

the grid cell, q surface air density, v!s

�
�

�
� surface wind

speed, htype some coefficient representing the relative

humidity of the surface type, qsat;type the saturation value

of specific humidity of type, qair the specific humidity of

the air at the surface. In (4), an exchange coefficient Ctype

defined semi-empirically comprises a constant part and

another part that is usually dependent on the Richardson

number and other surface parameters (e.g., Miller et al.

1992). In (5), this exchange coefficient is written as an

inverse of a sum of resistances 1
� P

i typeRi

� �
. In this latter

case, an aerodynamic resistance Ra usually includes the

effect of surface wind speed and surface drag coefficient

Cd, which tend to favor evaporation: Ra ¼ 1
�

Cd v!s

�
�

�
�

� �
.

Different resistances can be added depending on the

surface type considered (e.g. Ducoudré et al. 1993).

Since an exact decomposition of the evaporation fluxes

is not possible given the lack of model outputs available

and the various parametrizations used in the different

models, we approximate the decomposition of evaporation

fluxes for each model in the simple form:

E ¼ C q v!s

�
�

�
� dqs; ð6Þ

with C a general exchange coefficient defined locally and

dqs ¼ qsurf � qair representing specific humidity

difference between the surface (qsurf) and air just above

it (qair). We use available data for evaporation, 10-m wind

speed, surface air pressure, skin and 2-m air temperatures

(Ts and Tair respectively) and 2-m air relative humidity

(r) to define or approximate the different terms of (6).

Indeed, saturation level of specific humidity can be

assessed from temperature and pressure through the

Clausius–Clapeyron relationship:

qsatðT ; pÞ ¼
Rairps0

Rvp
exp � Lv

RvT
þ Lv

RvT0

� �

; ð7Þ

where Rair ¼ 287 J K�1 kg�1 is the gas constant for dry air,

Rv ¼ 461 J K�1 kg�1 the gas constant for water vapor,

ps0 ¼ 6:11 hPa the reference saturation vapor pressure at

T0 ¼ 273:15 K, Lv ¼ 2:501� 106 J:kg�1 the latent heat of

vaporization, p air pressure and T air temperature. We

consider that the specific humidity at the surface is at its

saturation value qsurf ¼ qsatðTs; psÞ, whereas we use the

near-surface relative humidity r to determine the specific

humidity at 2-m qair ¼ r � qsatðTair; psÞ.
For sea-ice covered regions, we attempt to isolate

explicitly the role of sea-ice cover from other parameters,

by assuming that evaporation is negligible over sea ice

compared to the open ocean. We can thus generalize (6)

into the formula:

E ¼ sic Cq v!s

�
�

�
� dq�s ; ð8Þ

where (sic) represents the sea-ice concentration within a

given grid cell, and

dq�s ¼ ½qsatðT�s ; psÞ � r � qsatðTair; psÞ�; ð9Þ

where Ts
* indicates the surface skin temperature except over

sea-ice cover regions where it represents sea-surface tem-

perature (SST).

Cq is then indirectly inferred through:

Cq � E

sic v!s

�
�

�
� dq�s

: ð10Þ

This approximation should be appropriate over the

oceans (hocean ¼ 1 in (4) and (5), and usually only

aerodynamic resistance in models using evaporation

schemes like (5)), although the variability with frequen-

cies higher than the original data frequency is neglected.

Over the continents, this decomposition should be less

accurate than over the oceans since the different surface

types and their associated parameterization are approxi-

mated into a single Eq. (8). The different temperatures,

exchange coefficients or resistances, and water contents

of the different surface types are not considered sepa-

rately but only as a whole, using the surface-skin tem-

perature and considering a flat, saturated surface (h = 1

in (4) and (5) whatever the surface type). This latter

approximation does not mean that surface-skin relative

humidity is not considered in the decomposition, since it

should be included indirectly in Cq when calculated

through Eq. (10). It rather means that the Eq. (8), that

we use a-posteriori for diagnosing the different influ-

ences, is not exactly the one used in the models, hence

leading to discrepancies in the various terms, especially

on land. Keeping this warning in mind, we think it is

still informative to consider the results also for the

continents as it can give useful, first guess insights of

processes at stake.

From (8), evaporation changes can then be decomposed as:

DE ¼ Cq v!s

�
�

�
� dq�s Dsicþ sic v!s

�
�

�
� dq�s D½Cq�

þ sic Cq dq�s D v!s

�
�

�
� þ sic Cq v!s

�
�

�
� Ddq�s

þ DvarE þ DinterE;

ð11Þ

where the different terms Cq; v!s

�
�

�
�; dq�s ; sic correspond to

climatological monthly means (not represented with over-

bars for clarity). The first term on the right-hand side

(RHS) therefore represents the changes in evaporation

related to a change in climatological monthly mean sea-ice

cover (DsicE), the second term to changes in the climato-

logical monthly mean exchange coefficient at the surface
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(DCqE), which should depend mostly on the Richardson

number over the oceans but also on parameters related to

different soil and vegetation properties over the continents.

The third term is associated with changes in climatological

monthly mean surface wind speed (DvE), the fourth one to

changes in climatological monthly mean humidity contrast

at the surface (Dd qE). The term DvarE includes the terms

related to interannual variability and also submonthly

variability if using daily or higher frequency data. Finally

DinterE represents the interaction between the different

changes themselves, i.e. the second to fourth order terms.

The use of daily-mean data (or of higher frequency)

rather than monthly-mean data should lead to a better

approximation for Cq. Nevertheless, we found the differ-

ence to be rather small when comparing the reconstruction

using daily and monthly data with the 6 models listed in

Table 1. Although those two kinds of reconstructions do

not yield identical results, the differences are relatively

small and do not lead to any qualitative differences in the

individual terms in (11) (not shown). Therefore, we used

monthly-mean data for presenting our results, turning it to

advantage that the number of models available in this case

is significantly larger than for daily-mean variables (25

compared to 6 models, cf. Table 1).

Figures 3 and 4 show the results of the decomposition

(11) for DJF and JJA, respectively. For both seasons, in

most regions, the primary factor responsible for local

evaporation changes (Figs. 3a, 4a) is related to changes in

the surface humidity contrast (Figs. 3d, 4d), contributing to

the general increase in evaporation globally. The humidity

difference also contributes to decreasing evaporation over

subpolar oceans all year-round. Nevertheless, this factor is

not dominant for some specific areas and seasons. Espe-

cially, over the polar oceans in the winter hemisphere, the

increased evaporation arises mainly from sea-ice retreat

(Figs. 3b, 4b). Over continental regions where decreasing

evaporation is projected in the models, the factor respon-

sible for this decrease is related to changes in the exchange

coefficient factor (Figs. 3c, 4c). This factor also contributes

significantly to evaporation enhancement in some specific

regions, especially from the Sahel to the Horn of Africa,

India, eastern Europe and the northeastern United States

during boreal winter (Fig. 3c), and around eastern India

and the Tibetan Plateau during boreal summer (Fig. 4c).

The reduced evaporation cases are associated with drier

soil conditions for both seasons (Figs. 5c, 6c), whereas

evaporation increases seem to be associated with wetter

condition for JJA but not always for DJF. In this latter

situation (evaporation increase whereas drier surface soil

moisture), vegetation changes may explain the changes in

the exchange coefficient. Zonally-elongated oceanic

regions where changes in the exchange rate coefficient

contribute to the changes in evaporation (Figs. 3c, 4c)

correspond well to the areas of reduced surface instability

or increased stability at the surface (Figs. 5d, 6d).

The contribution from the changes in surface wind speed

(Figs. 3e, 4e) is overall of secondary importance, though it

can be locally dominant in some oceanic regions. Specifi-

cally, the increasing evaporation over the tropical South

Pacific and the midlatitude Southern Oceans (Figs. 3e, 4e),

especially the South Indian Ocean and to the south of

Australia, are due primarily to the strengthening of the

Trades and westerlies, respectively (Figs. 5a, 6a). Like-

wise, decreasing evaporation in the eastern subtropical

North Pacific is due primarily to the weakening of the

Trades. In other tropical and subtropical regions where

weakening of surface wind speed (Figs. 5a, 6a) acts to

reduce evaporation, this wind speed effect is overwhelmed

by the compensating effect of the increasing air-surface

humidity difference (Figs. 3d–e, 4d–e). The general

reduction in surface wind speed in the Tropics is consistent

with a general weakening of tropical overturning circula-

tion projected in the climate models (Figs. 5b, 6b; Vecchi

and Soden 2007; DiNezio et al. 2013), whereas poleward

shifts of the subtropical high-pressure systems and the

midlatitude westerlies act to yield dipolar patterns of sur-

face wind speed changes in the midlatitudes with weak-

ening and strengthening in the subtropics and subpolar

regions, respectively (Figs. 5a–b, 6a–b; Lu et al. 2007; Hu

et al. 2013; Chang et al. 2012).

The influence of the interannual variability on the

seasonal mean, depicted in Figs. 3h and 4h, are relatively

small and mostly represent interannual variability of sea-

ice cover and its margins. The second to fourth order

changes (Figs. 3g, 4g) are relatively strong but usually of

secondary importance. A noticeable exception emerges in

the sea-ice covered regions during summer, where this

factor becomes dominant to explain the reduction in

evaporation for both seasons. It means that some changes

become greater than or of the same order of magnitude

as the mean field itself, which can be typically the case

for sea-ice retreat. In fact, the main interaction leading to

this evaporation reduction is between the sea-ice cover

retreat and the changes in both exchange coefficient and

surface humidity contrast. These regions of summertime

sea-ice retreat are associated with a particularly strong

increase in air temperature that exceeds the correspond-

ing increase at the surface. Note that this warming dif-

ference cannot be seen in Figs. 5d and 6d where only the

difference between Tair and SST is shown over the

oceans, rather than that between Tair and skin-surface

temperature over sea ice. This thermal contrast change

induces a greater reduction in near-surface stratification

and thereby in the exchange coefficient. It also reduces

the surface humidity contrast as will be explained in the

next section.
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Fig. 3 a 25-model ensemble mean (cf. Table 1) changes in evapo-

ration for the DJF season. Dotted regions in a indicate those in which

the sign of evaporation change is robust among models (cf. Sect. 2).

b–g Contributions from individual terms in (11). Hatched regions

represent those in which the particular contribution dominates the

changes plotted in a
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6 Factors contributing to changes in air-surface

humidity differences

The analyses thus far indicate that the projected evapora-

tion changes are generally contributed to mainly by the

changes in near-surface humidity contrast. In the follow-

ing, we attempt to identify factors that exert substantial

influence on them.

As shown in (7), the near-surface humidity contrast can

be evaluated with the Clausius–Clapeyron relationship. We

Fig. 4 Same as Fig. 3 but for JJA season
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can rewrite the relationship to highlight the effect of sur-

face air relative humidity and thermal contrast dT�s ¼
T�s � Tair on the humidity contrast:

dq�s ¼ qsatðT�s Þ � r � qsatðTairÞ

¼ ð1� rÞ � qsatðT�s Þ þ r � oqsat

oT
ðT�s Þ � dT�s : ð12Þ

Fig. 5 DJF MME mean changes in a surface wind speed (coloring)

and surface wind vectors, b surface wind divergence (coloring:

changes; contours every 2� 10�6s�1: historical run), c surface soil

moisture content, d temperature contrast at the surface (Ts
* - Tair,

where Ts
* equals SST over oceans (including sea-ice cover regions)

and skin-surface temperature on land), e sea-ice and snow area cover,

f surface air (2-m) relative humidity. In a, surface wind vectors are

plotted only for regions where the sign of surface wind speed changes

are robust among models. Dotted regions indicate those in which the

sign of the changes is robust among the models (cf. Sect. 2). Hatched

domains in d and e represent regions where sea-ice or snow cover has

decreased under 5 % of the grid cell considered. The MME mean

includes 25 models in a, b, d, e for sea-ice cover and f, 23 models for

c and 13 models for snow cover in e (cf. Table 1)
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The first term on the RHS represents surface humidity

contrast due solely to relative humidity of the air. Even

with no air-sea temperature difference (dTs
* = 0), unsat-

urated air induces evaporation. The second term repre-

sents the contribution from the near-surface thermal

contrast. These two contributions are illustrated in

Fig. 7a.

Linearizing (12) for the projected changes in Ts
*, dTs

*

and r, we can write:

Ddq�s ¼ ð1� rÞ � oqsat

oT
ðT�s Þ � DT�s þ r � o2qsat

oT2
ðT�s Þ � dT�s � DT�s

þ r � oqsat

oT
ðT�s Þ � DdT�s � qsatðTairÞ � Dr þ Dresiduedq�s :

ð13Þ

As illustrated in Fig. 7c, the first term on the RHS of (13)

estimates the contribution from the projected surface tem-

perature change that would be realized without thermal con-

trast and with no change in surface relative humidity (referred

Fig. 6 Same as Fig. 4 but for JJA season
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to as DT1dqs
* in Figs. 7, 8, 9). Since oqsat=oT � Lv

RvT2 qsatðTÞ is

always positive, the contribution from this term with

increasing Ts
* always acts to enhance the surface humidity

contrast. The second term (DT2dqs
*) represents a similar but

indirect effect that is of secondary importance via nonlinearity

of the Clausius–Clapeyron relationship (Fig. 7d). For a stati-

cally unstable situation at the surface with dTs
* [ 0, surface

warming also acts to increase the air-surface humidity

difference, since o2qsat=oT2 is also always positive. The third

term in (13) estimates the contribution from a change in air-sea

temperature difference dTs
* that would be realized under the

fixed surface temperature (DdTdqs
*, Fig. 7e). Specifically, a

greater (smaller) increase in Ts
* than in Tair acts to enhance

(reduce) surface evaporation. The fourth term estimates the

contribution from a relative humidity change at the surface

that would be realized under the fixed Ts
* and Tair (Drdqs

*,

Fig. 7 Schematics illustrating individual terms (a) in Eq. (12) and

(b–f) in Eq. (13). In panels b–d, contributions of individual terms in

the equation are indicated as the differences between the solid and

dashed vertical arrows, while in panels e–f the contributions are

directly indicated as the vertical arrows
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Fig. 7f), showing that an increase (decrease) in air relative

humidity acts to reduce (augment) the specific humidity dif-

ference at the surface. Finally, Dresiduedq�s includes some

higher-order contributions, interannual and sub-monthly

variability, as we have derived this equation for monthly data.

We have also performed the estimation based on daily output

from the 6 models listed in Table 1, and we have confirmed

that the particular estimation yields only small differences

from the results based on the monthly data from the same

models. Therefore, as in Sect. 5, we decided to use monthly

data instead of daily ones in order to take advantage of the

greater number of models available.

Figures 8 and 9 show the 25-model mean results for DJF

and JJA, respectively, based on (13). As dotted in Figs. 8a

and 9a, the estimated changes in surface humidity contrast

are found to be robust among the 25 models over the global

ocean, expect for regions where those changes are small.

Contributions from the individual terms of (13) are displayed

in Figs. 8b–f and 9b–f. In each of these panels, any region is

hatched where the contribution from a given term is

Fig. 8 25-model ensemble mean (cf. Table 1) contributions from

individual terms in Eq. (13) for the DJF season. Dotted regions in

a indicate those in which the sign of the change is robust among the

models (cf. Sect. 2). Hatched regions in b–f represent those in which

a particular contribution dominates the change in a
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dominant over that from any other term. The overall increase

in the surface humidity contrast in the Tropics, subtropics

and midlatitudes (roughly between 50�S and 50�N for both

seasons, plus the boreal high latitudes over the continents

during JJA) is largely determined by increasing surface

temperature under the unsaturated condition (Figs. 8b, 9b).

Nonlinearity in the Clausius–Clapeyron relationship under

the warmed climate contributes positively, but the contri-

bution is, of course, generally small (Figs. 8c, 9c).

The general tendency of weaker warming of SST rela-

tive to Tair warming (Figs. 5d, 6d) acts to reduce evapo-

ration (Figs. 8d, 9d), especially in the subpolar oceans,

although the particular tendency can be attributed, at least

partly, to the increasing evaporative cooling of the ocean

surface (Sutton et al. 2007; Laı̂né et al. 2009). The thermal

contrast changes are also dominantly responsible for the

surface specific humidity contrast over the polar oceans,

where part of the excessive heat contributes to melting sea-

ice rather than warming the ocean. A future increase in

near-surface relative humidity over most parts of the

oceans, especially in the subtropics (Figs. 5f, 6f), acts to

reduce the air-surface humidity difference and therefore

evaporation (Figs. 8e, 9e). In many of the continental

regions, drier land surface acts to lower surface air relative

Fig. 9 As in Fig. 6, but for the JJA season
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humidity (Figs. 5c, f, 6c, f), which tends to support

enhanced evaporation (Figs. 8e, 9e). This tendency, how-

ever tends to be offset by the contribution from the

reduction of the exchange coefficient related to less

availability of soil moisture (Figs. 3c, 4c). Figures 8f and

9f indicate the sum of the interactions between the different

changes themselves (along with variability changes but of

smaller importance, not shown), which indicate that they

indeed are weaker than the first-order terms.

7 Conclusions

In this study, we have shown that evaporation changes pro-

jected in global climate model simulations under the

increasing concentration of GHGs is characterized by

evaporation enhancement for both DJF and JJA seasons,

except over some continental regions and some portions in

the subpolar Southern Ocean and North Atlantic. Evapora-

tion changes only explain about 11–16 % of precipitation

changes globally but are more important over land, espe-

cially in summer (Sect. 3). We have also pointed out that

relative changes in evaporation tend to be greater than those

in precipitation in subpolar and polar regions but less in the

Tropics and subtropics, as a measure of direct effect on the

local contribution of evaporation to precipitation (Sect. 4).

The evaporation changes projected for both the DJF and

JJA seasons arise largely from changes in air-surface dif-

ference in specific humidity (Sect. 5). Exceptions are high-

latitude oceans where the effect of sea-ice retreat domi-

nates and some continental areas where changes in the

exchange coefficient representing surface soil and vegeta-

tion changes among other parameters are important.

Though not necessarily negligible, changes in surface wind

speed tend to be only of the secondary importance in

accounting for the evaporation changes. A noticeable

exception is, however, found in the wintertime subtropical

South Pacific, where a large increase in surface wind speed

results in enhanced evaporation. It should be reminded that

the method used in this section should lead to greater

discrepancies over land than over the oceans.

The changes in the air-surface humidity difference

(Sect. 6) are found to arise mostly from the direct effect of

increasing Ts
* and Tair through enhanced saturation level of

near-surface air over extensively regions in the Tropics and

midlatitudes and also over subpolar regions. Over most of

the oceans, near-surface relative humidity tends to increase

in the model projections, which partly offsets the direct

warming effect. Over most of the continents, changes in

surface air relative humidity do not drive evaporation

changes, but rather reflect the changes in surface soil

moisture, exerting weak negative feedbacks on evaporation

processes. Weaker warming in SST than in Tair also acts to

reduce evaporation in these projections. This contribution

is only of secondary importance over the Tropical, sub-

tropical and midlatitude oceans, whereas it is the dominant

factor over the subpolar oceans.

In conclusion, one of the important results of this study

is that, in most regions of both the summer and winter

hemispheres, the primary factor for the projected evapo-

ration changes is the warming at the surface and air just

above. Held and Soden (2006) have shown that a simple

approximate relationship D½P� E� � Lv

RvT2 DT � ðP� EÞ,
with lower-tropospheric temperature T, can largely explain

the first-order, robust response of the hydrological cycle

projected in global climate models under increasing GHG

concentrations. Following Held and Soden (2006) by

considering only the direct thermal effect on evaporation

and approximating Tair ¼ Ts, we can also derive a similar

simple relationship from (6) and (7) for evaporation as:

DE � Lv

RvT2
s

DTs � E: ð14Þ

Figures 8b–c, 9b–c approximately represent this warm-

ing effect on the projected changes in near-surface

humidity contrast and hence evaporation. Apparently,

however, this approximation tends to largely overestimate

the evaporation changes in the Tropics, subtropics and

midlatitudes, where the direct thermal effect in (14) tends

to be counteracted by such processes as a reduction in wind

speed and thermal contrast at the surface, increasing near-

surface relative humidity over large parts of the oceans and

drying of large portions of land surfaces. Furthermore, the

approximation is not appropriate over the subpolar and

polar regions, where the near-surface thermal contrast and

sea-ice changes are more important than the direct thermal

effect. Unlike for P–E changes, a simple, useful relation-

ship seems difficult to obtain for evaporation changes.
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